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UniformDisplay.com announces new Uniform Display Cases for the Army, Navy, Air Force and
Marines.
By UniformDisplay.com
Dated: Jan 03, 2009

UniformDisplay.com announced today that they have released a new version of their Uniform Display Case
– It’s like a Uniform in a Frame!
Their motto is "You earned it, you display it" - the purpose of the Uniform Display Case is to provide a
unique new platform for displaying military medals, rank, awards and decorations in a frame, using a
unique new process that allows the uniform decorations to be displayed as if worn on an actual uniform.
It’s like a Uniform in a Frame!
UniformDisplay.com announced today that they have released a new, redesigned version of their Uniform
Display Case that is more affordable than the original Uniform Display Case released in 2006.
The Uniform Display Case simulates the sleeves, pockets, epaulettes and a collar of a real uniform so that
all of the decorations can be placed in their relatively proper positions, with the rank on the sleeves, collar
or epaulette as required by regulation, the medals over the pocket, etc. It allows for all of the patches and
pins to be displayed how they would actually be worn.
They are currently available for the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force and Marines, with Police and Fire
Department versions to be released in 2009. International and other U.S. organizational uniform displays
are also planned.
According to UniformDisplay.com President Gregory Fair, the original Uniform Display Case was
previously made using portions of real fabric and uniform buttons, which proved to be too costly to
mass-produce. Since the Uniform Display Case was designed for those who have dedicated their lives to
protect our nation, we have rejected all offers to have our product “Made in China” or some other country,
and have decided to keep it strictly “Made in the U.S.A”.
“I think it is important, said Mr. Fair, that in the case of military, police and fire department personnel that
have dedicated their lives to protecting our nations freedoms, that they be able to display their awards using
a product that has been created under the very freedoms that they have protected”.
We have now developed the New Uniform Display Case, which is a high-resolution image of the original
uniform displays, printed on actual canvas (not paper) to give it the texture of a real uniform, and allow
patches and pins to be attached.
All of the original components have been incorporated into the new canvas versions, including the
uniform, sleeves, pockets, lapels and epaulettes.
The “additional display” area’s known as the Collar Display Area and Display Bar Area have also been
incorporated into the new design, to allow the display of additional items such as pictures, coins and other
mementos from a distinguished career in uniform.
A fully decorated Uniform Display Case is truly s sight to behold, people just stop and stare at it in awe!
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It quickly becomes the center of attention and conversation in any office, den or living room, people say
things like “wow, you did all that?” or “now that is impressive!”
It’s a great way to top of a career or the perfect retirement gift.
Uniform Display is the exclusive manufacturer of this entirely new product and it is currently available
only at their website: http://www.UniformDisplay.com/
They are planning on national distribution as well franchising opportunities, for inquiries contact
marketing@uniformdisplay.com
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